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ABSTRACT

Distributions and correlations of magnetic fluxes ae well as correla-

tions between magnetic fluxes and other local observables are calculated

numerically in order to explain the phase structure of the 4D Georfi-

Glashow model on the lattice. He use and compare different definitions of

magnetic fluxee. The data suggest a simple picture character!zinr, typicaL

magnetic fluctuations in different regions of the phase Gpaee. A relaxa-

tion procedure exposes Abelian monopole-loop configurations in one of the

phases.
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I. Introduction

Non-Abelian ffau^e theories are known to possess a complicated vacuum

structure, the study of which requires non-perturbative methods. The mast

powerful ones are based on the la t t ice regularization. In the context of

i t s Euclidean formulation, the investigation of the vacuum structure i s

tantamount to the identification of those excitations (instantonu, taono-

poles e tc . ) which dominate the functional integral. In an extended sense,

one wants to understand which fluctuations drive the phase transit ions,

if there is a non-trivial phase structure (at zero or non—zero tempera-

ture) .

This paper is devoted to the study of the 3U(2) Yang-Mills theory

with adjoint Higfjs fields - the tjeorgi-Glashow model, which could be con-

sidered as a prototype of some grand unified or composite model. This

model possesses well-known classical solutions (*t Hooft-Polyakov mono-

poles / l , 2 / ) with quantized magnetic flux. Therefore i t s la t t ice version

recommends i t se l f as well as a laboratory for methods to recognise any

maf^ietic structure. Ths interest in these methods ie nourished by the

wish to substantiate existing scenarios (e.g. dual superconductor model

/ j / i the Copenhagen vacuum /t/, e tc . ) relying on the importance of mag-

netic-typra fluctuations for confinement in pure Yang-Mills theories.

Howevor, the la t t i ce approach requires particular caution in de-

ciphering i t s msn:;afres concerning the vacuum structure of the continuum

theory. This is due to the appearance of la t t i ce artefacts on the one

hand, and the non-trivial phase structure of some models on the other

hand, that precludes direct access to continuum physics. This especially

applies to the gauge-Hif^js systems.

The non-Abelian run^n Hi^gs la t t ice models were investigated in a

numbir oV papers / ' j -IT/, The Montf-Carlo method provides the possibil i ty

to t^eneratp an ^crui 1 Tbrium ensemble of vacuum configurations. The main

problem is to be able to read the whole information from these snap-

nhotn taj moans of the construction oi" relevant parameters for analysing

thfi vacuum ntructurn. In recent papers /8-I0/ i t has been demonstrated

Ih.-vt 'ii !;trini!tinnn " I' maj^ietio fluTtefj and monopole currents discriminate

;if!n5i tivo.lv th"? 'U fTerent phar.es. Local correlations between magnetic

fluxes and the Higgs fields allow to exhibit more in detail the vacuum

configurations dominating each phase and the nature of the transitions

A/.
The present work continues investigations in th is direction. In the

zero temperature case we carry out a more thorough discussion of different

distributions of magnetic fluxes through neighbour plaquettea, of the

local dependence of the action density as well as the modulus of the

Higgs field on the flux out of corresponding elementary cubes. Moreover,

we identify a quasi-classical la t t ice monopole background by a "cooling"

procedure, which has been successfully applied before to the instanton

and monopole background in pure SU(2) and SU(i) Yang-Mills theory / l 2 / r

to vortices in the 2D Aaeiian Higgs mode] / n / as well as to monopoles

in the 3D version of the Georgi-filashow model / l ' l / .

Section 2 is devoted to the definition of the model and exposes i t s

phase structure. In section 3 we write down the magnetic flux operators

according to a la t t ice transcription of U Hooft'a magnetic flux and

topological definitions in different gauges. Section A reports and d is -

cusses the main results of our numerical investigations concerning the

typical vacuum configurations in the different phases. Section 5 consists

of some discussions and conclusions.

2. The Model and i t s Phase Structure

The la t t ice action of the Georgi-Glashow model can be defined as

follows

$ - Z

where d) n = i ^ n ̂  '

field, \J e SJ(2)

- denotes the ad.jos.nt Hi^rn

are l inkij = U = U U ' U+ * U+ ,
O w,Ui) nti n-Mi,v n+v,^i nV

and plaque'tte variables, respectively. In addition to the bare coupling

in Fft. (2.1) we define a negative mass squared m * - Bftf . Within the

naive continuum limit expression (2.1) turns into
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where ?"r' denotes the 3U(2) field strength tensor and D,, the co-

variant ilprivative in the adjoint representation, respectively.

Thin mnriol i" -niantized by using the functional measure defining

th^ partition function

Z - IdU e (2.3)
n niu /

The phase structure in terrac of the bare couplings has been studied by

(K^andmeasuring the order parameters { Tr U y , ̂ H y =

^Tr (̂> 0 jffe,*" )y /6—8/. Fig. I presents the phase diagram at

different values of ̂  on the 6 lattice with periodic boundary con-

ditions lij '. The nolid lines correspond to first order phase tran-

sitions. At sufficiently large values of fl the corresponding jump of

the oTTier parameters mentioned above becomes weaker until it is com-

parable with statistical errors. In this case we cannot state of which

order (second or higher) a transition takes place (if any). The "horizon-

tal" dashed lines in Fig. I indicate this behaviour. The "vertical"

dashed lines correspond to hysteresis loops for the average plaquette

^ Tr U "y IT/ and to a drastic change of the magnetic flux distri-

butions /8,9,lt/. Thus we have four "phases" denoted A, 3, C and D.

Phases C and D are characterized by fluctuations of the Higgs field

modulus P = ( 'Hr& <t/2 ) around (ny £ f, i. e. near to the mini-

mum of the Higf:s potential. On the contrary, in phases A and B the

averar-e value of the modulus of the Higgs field <R^ is definitely smal-

ler than f (but of course non-zero due to the measure R dR in

(2.3) }. Moreover, phase U shows the so-called spontaneous symmetry

breaking / 8 / . Therefore, we call i t Higgs phase. The transition C^D

"restores" the symmetry / 8 / .

With respect to the behaviour of the expectation value of the

Polyakov loop variable ^ Tr("IT U-J^ ̂  (with links 1 along the arbitrary

time axis) - related to the free energy of an isolated "quark" — pha

^ The present phase diagram differs slightly from that presented in

in Ref. / ? / due to an error in our old Monte-Carlo code. Taking a slight
gg

tion o (' the p - values into account all the statements made

in Kef. / 9 / remain unchanged.

A and D have been claimed to be confining ones / 8 / . In this paper WG

concentrate on the characterization of phases C and D.

3. How to Measure Magnetic Fluxes ?

The order parameters used ao far to sketch the phase structure

have been simply different parts of the action itself, together with the

Hifigs field modulus. Simple as they are,they do not tel l too much about

the taorphology of the vacuum fields or even the mechanism of the phase

transitions. Now we are going to construct observables more suitable to

describe structures prevailing in the different phases, in particular

their magnetic structure.

Following ( t Hooft, who defined an Abelian electro-magnetic field

strength tensor by projection onto the Hiffis field (we use the unit vec-

tor ^ - «jl /|d> | at each lattice site n ), this tensor on the lat-

tice can be written as

Tn the naive continuum limit this gauge invariant expression noirosponds

to «t Hooft's definition / l , ! 1 ) /

O-?)

This electro-magnetic field P satisf ies Maxwell's equations with a

magnetic current density concentrated on zeros of the Hif^n fi.plri, !•

(magnetic) flux through a placfuette 0= (njl**>) will be charactori?,"^
2

just by Mrj= a ^ ̂  ^ where (n,inV) reforn to thp l.ocjitv"! o.r-i
orientation ol' the plarruetto, analogously to the labeLin,^ i-f nl .wiftta
loops U • Characteristic structures of magnetic fluyer; will be de-
tected by searching for correlations ol" these plar;uette flu^os for two
planuettes belonging to the boundary of one 3-dimen^innal mjbe.

For labeling cubes we use the shorthand notation c = (nu ) where
n i s the leftmost vertex and JU ( = 4 for space-like cubes) in ortho-

gonal to the directions spanning the cube, i . e. (.nu ) label n thn
dual l ink. Then the corresponding cube flux can be defined as



(3.3)

4 ZJ
7 F

which the oonnervation law: H . = 0. This l a t t e r flux,
ncided up for arl-jacenl cubes, can come near to 4 IT (generally let us
rni'oT tn such wr^nts as "mnnopole excitations") but i s obviously not
nuantiaed. Locally u points alori,^ the worldline of these magnetic ex-
ci ta t ions, Ili ntritiuti™ functions (hiato.Tams) for cube fluxes as well
an pit. ami r i t e fluxes turned out to discriminate the different phases
from each other. Tn particular, i t is interesting to check to what ex-
tent the measured placruette flux distributions alone determine the
'lifitribution of cube fluxes.

The magnetic flux defined above does not real ly localize a mono-
pole excitation to si t within an elementary la t t i ce cube. A localiza-
tion would bra preferable in order to analyse the quantum mechanics of
the monorjolec i t se l f in terms of their t ra jector ies . In an attempt to
rin th i s , on<5 ban to Cantor out an effective Abelian gauge theory (on
the l a t t i ce ) in other ways, choosing one or another gauge. For this
purpose oanentially two practicable options have been popularized,
which use the unitary or the maximally Abelian gauge, respectively
/TO/. 'KIP unitary fauCT1 consists in turning the Higgs field into a
unii'nrm icoL-pin direction, i» e. ra = O •> at each la t t i ce s i t e ,
while the maximally Abelian psuee amounts to maximize the following
aum ov«r links ^P Tr (G" Un 6"^ U* ) , After having found the
linka [J[J in the appronriate rtauge, we perform the Abelian pro-

jection by decomposing /IO,I6/

nu

7

- c

(3.4)

where u g eip(i <^T[U )• <O are the link transport era of the effec-

t ive Abelian theory, and W €3U(2)/u(l) are the coset fields repre-

senting the remaining "coloured" par t ic les . In terms of the Abelian

gauge field one forms plaquettea

0-5)

The placpiette angle can be spl i t

where ["fill describes the "physical" U(l) magnetic flux through the
plaquette. The topologioally determined nsanopole current i s then / l 7 /

(3.7)

an integer valued 4-vector field (note that the relative sifjis; of the

plaquette contributions have to be taken as in (3 .3)) . The current

(3.7) is conserved, as well,

r • •

Therefore, monopole excitations with respect to charge (3.7) form closed

loops on the dual lattice.
He define the total length of monopolo loops in the Euclidean 4D

box

L (3.9)

"A*
Ihe average of th is quantity is used as an indicator of phase changes.

In order to characterize the monopole f̂ as further, we measured the

length distribution of monopole loops.

Concerning various etjually justified definitions of magnetic fluxes,
we are aware of the work by Aaooiti et a l . / l 8 / who employed a modifi-
cation of our magnetic charge definition (3.1; 3.3). I t l ies half-way
between the la t te r and the topologieally defined, quantized charge (3.7) .

-7-



These authors replace the first term of the definition (3.1) by i t s non-

compact version 2 arcsin ( Tr(pn U /2 ) (the radial mode is frozen

in their calculations). This has the impressive consequence that the M -

distributions show peaks at 0, ±41T- Nevertheless, the physical conclu-

sions; drawn from the distributions (with respect to different definitions

of M̂  ) do not contradict to each other.

Besides of the magnetic monopoles we are looking for, the so-called

S,(2) monopoles have been discussed mainly in the context of pure SU(2)

latt ice fsmce theory (see e. £. / I9 / ) . One assigns a Z(2) field <5Q to

each planuette according to the si^n of Tr Un . The z(2) monopole charge

of a ")[} cube r, is then defined as qQ = (1 — TT 6"Q )/2, where D e d c .

'[•he nondensation of these monopoles is the signal of the weak-to-strong-

coupling crossover in that theory, and in our case the dilution of 2(2)

monnpolos may serve as an indicator for th«? apnronch to the continuum

limit.

]• Numerical Results and Discussion

In Ii'i.o-.E we show distributions of the plarniette fluxes P ( M_ )

for i^nrcr-entative points inside the phases tl, D and A. It is worth

noting that tfrr, phane D i.3 characterized by an obviously non-Oausnian

distribution, Thi r, distribution as well as the corresponding one in

ph&SR A can be understood by a strong coupling argument (at A = 0 )

by t'lTiri'- Tr ̂  <jj i t the li-iimum of "the corresponding effective po-

tential /y / . In a, simplified view the upper phase D can be pictured as

a phase Built Or™ plaquettea with approximately frozen flux of either

si'T>- Anyway, the shifted maximum of P_ (M— ) te l l s about a flux con-

densation phenomenon taking place in phase 0»

Ii'i;;, \ presents the distributions of cube fluxes P (M ). It is

worth v.on\vn.rin(* the cube-flux distributions P (M ) with the ones

defined by folding the single plaquette-fl.ux distributions P (M_ )

under the assumption that the fluxes through neighbour plaquettes are

completely unoorrelated / ? / :

whoro the fluxes in the arfrument of the (f-functions are summmed up with

- 3 -

according to their orientation. It should be noticed that the

distribution in phase A is completely reproduced by the distribution

P (M ) . i . e. this phase is dominated by uncorrelated random
uncor. c ' '

noise. The actual distribution P (M ) in phase C, however, is charac-
c c

terized by a etronj suppression of large magnetic flux. Crossing the

phase boundary to phase D (at pStI.I5 ) we observe a proliferation

of large fluxes, as the tail of distribution is seen lifted up. We

will later come back to this phenomenon.

Plaquette flux correlations in the phases C and Dfbr neighbouring

and opposite plaquettes (with respect to a single cube) are compared

with each other in Figs. 4» The average flux through one of the pla-

quettes, given a particular flux through the other, is shown. In phase

C a characteristic correlation is seen for both ways of combining pla-

quettes: the averages of -M—j, . and M_ ?,. rise with I Q ^ (provided

the orientation is defined as indicated in the Pigs.), This explains

the strong suppression of the net cube flux in phase C. Phase D, on the

other hand, clearly does not show such a correlation. In terras of the

simplified picture mentioned apove that phase is characterized by pla-

quette fluxes fro;-,en (up to the sign), which are oriented at random.

Pigs. 5 illustrate the dependence of the average local action den-

sity < s > on the cube flux H in phases C and D. The latter phase

is characterized by a clear drop of the local action at lar,^ cube flux

which testifies for a tendency towards monopole condensation. Moreover,

it is in one-to-one correspondence with the lifted tail of the M -

distribution for lowered j3-valuea (cf. Fir;, i). This is in clear con-

trast to the completely random behaviour suggested by the picture of

frozen plaquette Fluxes. Phase C, on the other hand, suggests that mono-

poles can be formed as particles, how ever rare they are, at the coat

of local increase of action. Phase A (not shown here) does not nxhibit

any such dependence of <fs > on M , in correspondence to the completely

random behaviour of its Gaussian distributed plaquette fluxes.

In order to inquire the relation between the different magnetic

charge definitions applied, we measured the dependence of the average

topological magnetic charge density (with maximally Abelian jjaupe) on

the cube flux defined a la 't Hooft for the Monte Carlo ^entrated

quantum fields. It is worth noting that they turned out to be Rtronp-ly

correlated in phase C but much weaker correlated in phase A.

In this connection we have to report that it proved generally

-y-



hard to find the maximally Abelian gauge by iterative substitutions,

[n order to speed up, in the worst cases to escape local traps, we

round it useful to apply first the unitary gauge with respect to the

& direction before the iterative maximization of Tr(©\U G",U+ )

«!ia Et;irt'«l. ' /

'•'i<:.. <• it; tr, ure^nnt the average total loop length versus y3 • It

shown both randfnaation of monopole Recitations in phase D as well as

an exponential drop approximately like exp(-fr2^ ) within phase C,

known from the pure U(l) theory / l 7 / . This confirms the strong sup-

pression of lar^n magnetic flux in the Higgs phase C reported above

und well a^reeR with obsc; nations made in Ref. /iO/ for the fixed

Hifxs leny-th case.

In nrdnr to determine typical scale siz«s in different phases i t

is useful to measure the average extension of the (anti-) monopole

loops. In Fiff, 7 we present e. g. distributions with respect to the

1-RTurth pnr loon, tt shows loop lfin,<jthes larger than 6 to be forbid-

ii"n in phase v. while in phase D very long loops exist wildly winding

.irniind paoh other- and closing toroidally through the la t t ice .

Correlations between magnetic fluxes (out of cubes and through

plariuettes) wit*1 the modulus of the Higgs field are likely to exist

both :in the bacis of pictures like that of the Meiasner effect and

nu'-(rested by classical particle and vortex-like solutions to the

fluid equation!; (»t Hooft-ft>]yakov monopoles / l , 2 / or vortices a la

Miel.SBn-01.eRen /20/) . Thin is somewhat less clear in the case of

poRnible dipoin-like field configurations. In Fig. 8 the average mo-

rfulus of the cube flux M̂  is presented as a function of the Higgs

fjald. Our data show in phase c the discernible growth of the mag-

netic flu* with decreasing modulus of the Higgs field fl = (d>^J>a) •

Kh.innR A and D, in contrast, dn not exhibit this kind of correlation.

'Fno nemtive result for phase D can simply be expressed by saying

tMt we hji.vo thn mod»l thorn with extremely short range correlations.

Thf rnnrlom To I din;; of I lux la not influenced by the particular value

whinh the Hisyn Field taken at one of the cube's corners. In phase

';, however, we observe characteristic correlations of the expected

kind. 'Phis pharse seems to possess correlations ranging at least over

one lattice ripa/jimr and ifj more than the others likely to be related

tn continuum ph.ynirs. Here, actually! "t Hooft-Polyakov-like monopole

- T O -

excitationB seem to play a dynamical role. Either they show up in a

araall number of virtual IJW - pairs represented in the length d i s t r i -

bution in Pig. 8 or they are hidden as dipoles within elementary cells .

Configurations like an ran — crystal which one could imagine would ex-

plain the suppression of large M -fluxes in coexistence with large
cobserved. But, whether such a picture is real is t ic or has to

be replaced, by a model of mostly closed flux tubeB should be decided

after having repeated the numerical experiments on a finer la t t ice .

In view of recent attempts / I2-I4/ to understand typical fea-

tures of phases j.a terms of classical configurations surviving relaxa-

tion procedures applied to generic Monte Carlo configurations, i t i s

tempting to repeat the same here. Monte-Carlo equilibrium configurations

generated at different (3-values in the phases C and D (for each

fl-value we investigated up to 30 configurations) have been exposed to

a relaxation procedure of a Langevin type / l3 j I4 / :

^ I (U (tia) (4 2)

Generally, by monitoring the action S for each iteration approx-

imate) solutions of the latt ice equations of motion 3 5 fd% = 0

can be found, if there appear plateaus, where S becomes stabilized.

We say, one itei .ion of this "cooling" process has been completed,

when each degree of freedom % was changed once according to (4«2).

Technically, we used different Atr values in iterating (̂

( At"= .03 ) and U ( At" = .15 -r* -20 )• For quantum fields of the

Higgs phase C, investigated in this way, we quickly ended up with the

tr ivial vacuum configuration, i . e. we did not see any quasi-classical

background, fiema.-bering the dipole structure conjectured above and the

small virtual mm - loops detected, this seems not to be very surprising.

Moreover, the scale size r of a single *t Hooft-Polyakov-like

raonopole determined by the classical Higgs boson mass mq = (-2m ) '

rm/a =~ I 2 1 ' 2

nu ^ 0.3. However, the situation completely differs for phase D.

POT all ^-values below the phase transition, i . e. jS < I«I5, H e

found a non-trivial quasi-classical background for most of the etniili-

lirium confif^urations. This is seen from Pig-9t where the relative num-

ber of non-trivial background configurations has been plotted versus fi.

-IT-



Obviously, this number acts as an excellent order parameter for tran-

sition C^^J).

Pip. TO presents some tynical coolinp histories. Plateaus are seen

;xt Tnore or lens discrete action values. The smallest Bteps from nuasi-

stable configurations to the next lower ones turn out to be due to an

njinihilation of a virtual nfi - pair. A closer inspection of these

bari'T-nund fields shows that they consist of mm - loops always wrap-

ping around the lattice by periodicity, Among them there are pure

static (anti-) monopoles. Pig. II shows a typical example of an a l -

most static mm - pair found on a low-lying plateau.

After cool ing the msfmetic charge of the local (anti-) monopole

excitations turned out to be unambi giously defined, i . e. independent

o( the cy.:ivy. d-r'ii-iit i™ 0-3) and (3-7), respectively. In practize,

applying definition (3.3) one finds up to fj - 85 ;l of the total

ch.irr" ±1 insidp Binf-1 c 3D cubonj. The spatial distribution of the

itifi-TiPtdc charge an well as the action density show the monopole scale

size to be, computable with the lattice spacing. Most surprising for

us wan the fact that all these background configurations are pare

A'ucliun fieldn. '.-[o interprete them as lattice artefacts, being solu-

tions nf the lntti.ee e<fuatinnf. of motion with good accuracy. The

existence of oimV solutions is caused, by the compact nature of the

1-j'ilnnn lattice theory. As far as these /ibelian lattice monopoles

Kivn relatively nmall action and si?,e they are statistically favoured

in the equilibrium as well. It is natural then to view the mono-

pole rwri-tp-tionn f"nid in -thn nmnilibrinm of phase D as such Abolian

ones. Let nn only mention here, that there were some cases, in which

the coo]irv" process finally led to pure Abelian flux with constant

dcmEity, flowing alonj^ one of the ajceG and bein^ accompanied by a

Ijittine nirae sheet /2T/. This .teneralises an earlier observation

marie in tho three-dimensional case /T4/>

l|kjnall,v, according to Pif;. 12, one can judge oneself to what ex-

tent phanefi U and il represent continuum physicg. For this purpose v/e

meaaursd. the dennity of Z(2) monopoles as a function of j3 across the

line or phane transition. Both in phases D and C we found that roughly

40?; of cubes known to carry the topologically defined Abelian

monopolo charge turned out to be s(2) rnonopoles, too. This result,

however, demonstrates that i t i s premature to interprete the behaviour

-IP-

observed so far in phase D, and near to the transition in phase C, in

terms of semiclassical ideas. But phase C remains relevant for further

studies of the ootvtinuum limit,

5- Conclusions

In. this paper we have concentrated mainly on those two phases, in

which the Higgs field modulus is fluctuating in the neighbourhood of

the minimum of the Higgs potential. The various Monte-Carlo data ob-

tained for the Higgs phase — where spontaneous symmetry breaking was

observed before / 8 / — suggest the existence of {anti—) monopoles (m"

and m) tightly bound into dipoles within elementary lattice cells.

Such a picture, possible of an mm - crystal, can explain the strong

suppression of large magnetic fluxes out of elementary 3D cubes. This

suppression - at the same time - is accompanied by the occurence of

lar^e maĵ netic fluxes penetrating such cubes. Since lar^e magnetic

fluxes out of 3D cubec are correlated with a deviation of thct HIITRS

field modulus to somewhat smaller values, we conjecture that fluc-

tuations similar to (dissociated) *t Hooft-Rjlyakov (anti-) mono—

poles are nevertheless important in this phase.

This picture is drastically changed, when we go into the other

mentioned phase (D), at stronger gauge coupling. There the direc-

tions of magnetic fluxes crossing adjacent plaqnettes are weakly

correlated. On the other hand the distribution of plaquette fluxes

peaks at non—zero value indicating a "condensation" phenomenon. This

leads to a relatively high percentage of cubes which happen to carry

a large flux comparable to that of a monopole. He have investigated

to what extent these configurations possess a. well-defined flausinal

background of monopole and anti-monopole loops. As a result of "cooling"

these lattice fields turned, indeed, into confif^urstionn con-

taining loops wrapping around the lat t ice. Their (anti-)monopoles

are spatially more or less concentrated on single elementary cubes.

They carry the right magnetic charge with respect to both defini-

tions (Eqs. (3.3) and (3-7) ) and satisfy the classical lattice

equations of motion with high accuracy - surprisingly for us they

turned out to be purely Abelian fields. This as well as the fact

that monopoles have the scale size of one lattice spacing has led



us to the conclusion that they are la t t ice artefacts. On the other

Viand f the appearance of these characteristic structures) albeit not

"I' rontjmiura nature, proved to tie a very sensitive order parameter

for the transition from the confining phase D into the Higps phase C.

the observed correlation between -the ma-nietic monopole charge with

%hr /,(2)-monfipnlH charge makes clear that one can hardly speak of the

r-nnt,-MmujT] Unit in the r^^ion of the phase space investi<*ated so far*
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Fig. II

Pig. IS

FIGURE CAPTIONS

Phase diagram of the Georgi—Qlashow model at different 7i . The data

presented in the following Figs, correspond a l l to A = 0.2 .

Distributions of the plaquette fluxes K_ for points inside the

phases C ( + ), D ( # ) and A ( A ) .

Distributions of the cube fluxes Mc produced at different points

in the phases C ( + t + ) and D ( # ) as well as near to the

transition between them ( • ) • The dashed line corresponds to phasn

A , where the actually measured distribution and p
uncor (M

G)

(cf. Eq. (4-2) ) completely agree. The distributions P u n c o r (M
o)

for the given points in C and D only slightly differ from that

curve in phase A •

Plaquette flux correlations in the phases C ( + ) and D ( # )

for neighbouring perpendicular (a) and opposite parallel (b) pla-

quettes ( -m = 6.0).

The dependence of the average local action density <• s y on the

cube flux M in (a) phase C and (b) phase D both at -m ' = 6.0.

The average total loop length < L. ,S as a function of fj

( -m2 = 6.0 ).

The distributions of the length per loop for phases C ( + ) and

n = 6.0. N(L) denotes the number of loops with

the total number of loops.

as a function of the Hif^s field

modulus R for phases C ( + ) and fl (0 ) at -m = 6.0.

The probability to find non-trivial background configurations by

cooling at different ft> ( -m = 6.0) . By the dashed line the

position of the transition ace. to Pig. I has been marked.

•Typical cooling histories seen in phase D.

A typical example of mm - world lines found in phase D by

The world lines are projected onto the

dicates their "time—" direction accidently chesen.

The density of Z(2) monopoles n as a function of fi in pha:;^-,

C and D ( -m = 6.0 ) . n 7 ? has been normalized with 'j-V, V = 6'1

D ( • ) at

length L, N.

The average cube flux <|MCI>
t o t

x - 1 - plane.
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